Molecular dynamics simulation and essential dynamics study of mutated plastocyanin: structural, dynamical and functional effects of a disulfide bridge insertion at the protein surface.
A molecular dynamics simulation (1.1 ns) at 300 K, of fully hydrated Ile21Cys, Glu25Cys plastocyanin mutant has been performed to investigate the structural, dynamical and functional effects of a disulfide bridge insertion at the surface of the protein. A detailed analysis of the root mean square fluctuations, H-bonding pattern and dynamical cross-correlation map has been performed. An essential dynamics method has also been applied as complementary analysis to identify concerted motions (essential modes), that could be relevant to the electron transfer function. The results have been compared with those previously obtained for wild-type plastocyanin and have revealed that the mutant shows a different pattern of H-bonds, with several interactions lost and a higher flexibility, especially around the electron transfer copper site. The analysis of dynamical cross-correlation map and of essential modes, has shown that the mutant performs different functional concerted motions, which might be related to the binding recognition with its electron transfer partners in comparison with the wild-type protein.